Recycled Bottles craft ideas

**Bottle bowls:**

Collect 10 old drink bottles and decorate them however you want.

Grab a ball and you have a set of ten pin bowls you can play with.

---

**Piggy Bank**

**What you will need:**
- Empty clean drink bottle
- Scissors (to be used by the grown up)
- Four bottle tops
- Decorations
- Glue

Grab some decorations to dress up your bottle and find some old bottle caps for feet.

Ask for a grown up's help to make a slot for the coins.

---

**Bottle Bird Feeder**

**What you will need:**
- Empty clean milk bottle
- Scissors (to be used by the grown up)
- Sticks or dowel to be used as a perch
- String or rope to hang the bird feeder
- Tape to cover the exposed edges
- Bird seed

Using a clean old milk bottle, ask a grown up for help to cut some gaps in the side of the bottle as well as in the bottle for the sticks.